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Unusual presentation of gestational trophoblastic neoplasm: Report of two cases
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INTRODUCTION

Gestational Trophoblastic Neoplasm (GTN) is among rare human tumors which can be observed with widespread metastasis. Two young patients with emergent neurologic symptoms with no gynecological problems are presented in this report. GTN was later diagnosed in both cases with brain metastasis. The first case: A 22 years old patient, admitted to the infectious disease ward, with probable diagnosis of Encephalitis. After brain CT scan and measurement of β human chorionic gonadotropin (βhCG), GTN with brain metastasis was confirmed. The second case: A 33 years old patient who underwent craniotomy due to hemorrhagic brain tumor in neurosurgery department. Brain metastatic GTN was confirmed by histological examinations. Both cases received multiagent chemotherapy concurrent with whole brain irradiation of 3000 cGy in 10 fractions (F) within a period of 2 weeks, and chemotherapy was continued for additional course. The patients were both well after about 22 months. Diagnosis of GTN should be considered in any woman of reproductive age.
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Case 1

A 22 years old female was admitted to the infectious diseases department with
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presumptive diagnosis of encephalitis and symptoms of convulsion, unconsciousness and left-sided paralysis in November 2002. A week prior to admission she had been complaining of severe headache, nausea, vomiting and convulsion. On admission the chest X-ray and other usual imaging studies were normal. She had a history of stillbirth about a year prior to admission and amenorrhea for 3 months. The pregnancy test was positive but the sonography did not show gestational sac. During admission she developed vaginal bleeding and the \( hCG \) level was 1300 mIU/ml. A probable encephalitis induced abortion was considered. Two days later \( hCG \) was reported as 17560 mIU/ml. She developed neurological symptoms such as urinary incontinence and limitation in movement. Abdominal and brain CT-Scan was performed which showed multiple metastatic lesions in brain figure 1. She was transferred to gynecologic oncology department for further management. With diagnosis of metastatic GTN, she was started on chemotherapy. After the first course, multi-agent chemotherapy, she was treated with a high dose of combination chemotherapy according to the following protocol:

**Day 1:**
- **Etoposide** 100 mg/m\(^2\) IV (500 cc N/S in 30 min)
- **Actinomycin-D (Act-D)** 0.5 mg IV stat
- **Folic acid** 30 mg IM or PO Q12h for 6 doses, start 32h after MTX command

**Day 8:**
- **Etoposide** 100 mg/m\(^2\) IV (500 cc N/S in 30 min)
- **Cisplatinum** 60-80 mg/m\(^2\) IV (100cc 1 mg/min)

Every 7 days 1, 2, 8 ... 15, 16, 22

During the first course of chemotherapy, the patient was referred to the Radiation Oncology Department. Concurrent whole brain radiotherapy (WBRT), was given (3000 cGy in 10 fractions during 2weeks). After she completed the four cycles of chemotherapy, \( hCG \) turned to negative, but the treatment was continued for 4 additional courses. The patient is now alive without evidence of disease, 2 years after completion of her treatment.

**Case 2**

A 33 years old female, was referred to Radiation Oncology department from Neurosurgery department in April 2003, with brain metastasis diagnosed from GTN. She was primarily admitted because of left sided hemiplegia following headache. Brain MRI was reported a nonhomogen density in right parietal lobe with significant mass effect and surrounding edema which hemorrhagic tumor was the first diagnosis (figure 2). She underwent parasagital craniotomy and resec-
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tion of tumor. The tumor had 4 cm diameter, and microscopically was metastatic choriocarcinoma. Ten days after surgery and before admission in Gynecology Oncology Department, the βhCG titre was reported to be about 500 mIU/ml, but it increased and reached to 442000 mIU/ml. The patient had a history of molar pregnancy 8 months earlier and had undergone suction curettage. Due financial problems she hadn't done the follow up. After a few months, she experienced left hemiplegia and hemiparesis following a very severe headache. Her work up revealed multiple lung metastases and also right kidney involvement on CT-scan. The patient underwent treatment with EMA-EP concurrent with whole brain irradiation (3000 cGy in 10 fractions in 2 weeks) chemotherapy dose modification was necessary due to liver enzymes elevation and bone marrow suppression. GCSF was added after the third course of chemotherapy. After 4 courses of chemotherapy, βhCG turned to negative, but the treatment was continued for 3 additional courses. Now it is about 19 months after the last course of chemotherapy and the patient is doing well without any recurrence evidence.

DISCUSSION

Intracranial hemorrhage due to brain metastases from GTN has been described to be caused by the nature of trophoblastic cells, which tend to invade into the vessels and it can be subdural, subarachnoid, or intracerebral. Pathological examination of surgically resected or autopsy material in cases with intracranial hemorrhage has demonstrated tumor emboli occluding cerebral vessels and, less commonly, aneurysm formation. It is proposed that invasion of the vessel wall follows embolization of tumor with consequent weakening and destruction of the vessel wall leading to hemorrhage. Aneurysm may subsequently be formed due to focal damage to the vessel wall and this may eventually rupture. There is a good correlation with a sudden onset and rapid progression of neurological signs and also with the characteristic CT-scan findings (2). These metastases tend to be very vascular and to have a tendency for central necrosis and hemorrhage (3). The diagnosis of metastatic GTN should be considered in any woman of reproductive age with neurologic symptoms and should trigger the prompt testing of the hCG. It is probable that these patients have no gynecology related symptoms (1).

Gestational Trophoblastic Neoplasm (GTN) is a rare malignancy, which is extremely responsive to chemotherapy even with metastatic tumors (5). We usually use EMA-EP regimen as first line multi-agent chemotherapy with high risk GTN in place of EMA- Co due to our and other positive studies (6,7,8).

GTN has long been known to be a radiosensitive tumor (4). Brain irradiation not only has tumoricidal effect but also can act as a haemostatic agent (9). Therefore it is recommmended whole brain irradiation concurrent with chemotherapy to reduce the risk of spontaneous cerebral hemorrhage (9).

Schechter et al. (4) in a study based on autopsy findings reported that the CNS involvement is multi-focal and craniotomy is not an adequate treatment. Due to microscopic vascular invasion, hemorrhage in the brain may occur at the sites remote from the primary tumor. Therefore even though the majority of the patients present with clinical evidence of solitary mass, WBRT would likely be more effective than craniotomy for definitive treatment (4). Rustin et al. (10) in 25 patients with CNS involvement utilized intensive treatment with EMA-CO chemotherapy without WBRT and reported 72% of 5 years survival. They believe that WBRT was not needed to be used for all patients, but a second look into the acquired data proves that 44% of the patients have undergone craniotomy to control hemorrhage and edema. Weed et al. (11) in another study have shown the remission rate of 50% (7/14), in patients who were under treatment by multi-agent chemotherapy and WBRT.

Moreover, study of 78 patients with central
nervous system metastasis from trophoblastic disease showed 18 patients received chemotherapy and whole brain radiation, 25 patients were treated with chemotherapy alone and 35 patients received neither chemotherapy nor radiotherapy (12). In the latter group there were no survivors and 74% of deaths resulted from central nervous system lesions. Among the patients who received only chemotherapy, survival rate was 24% and 58% of the patients died of CNS problems.

The group of patients who received both chemotherapy and radiation, survival rate was about 50% and none of deaths were of CNS origin. This study also suggests that radiation has a distinct therapeutic role in the treatment of CNS involvement in GTN.

In another study of 42 patients with CNS metastases of GTN, treatment with multi-agent chemotherapy and radiation, showed a survival rate of 44% which is comparable with the rate reported for intratechal methotrexate regimen (13).

We have previously reported that, 5 out of 9 patients responded to multi-agent chemotherapy (high dose EMA-EP) and concurrent WBRT (14). We didn't observe any complications due to combination of chemotherapy and WBRT. Similar to Schechter et al. (4) none of our patients had developed radiation induced dementia, impairment of higher cognitive functioning or other late neurologic sequelae directly attributable to the WBRT. However, when multi-agent chemotherapy and whole brain radiotherapy (WBRT) have been used concurrently, overall 50-80% of patients with brain metastases can be expected to be cured (4, 15, 16).

In conclusion, diagnosis of GTN should be considered in any woman of reproductive age who has unexplained neurologic symptoms. In addition multi-agent chemotherapy concurrent with WBRT will result over 50% survival rate in GTN patients with brain metastases.
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